
Special Note: This system works best with the following web
browsers: Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome. To avoid
difficulty, please download and install one of these browsers to
apply for a grant.

   

MGFY1500012

Purpose  Provides funding for
organizations for high quality,
large scale projects that benefit
the community.

Eligibility  Only non-profit
organizations with 501(c)3 status,
or organizations partnered with a
501(c)3 fiscal sponsor are eligible.
Award of an Arts in Education Grant or Spark Grant will make the recipient ineligible for a Major Grant during the same calendar year.

Maximum Award  $10,000

Deadline to submit application  5 p.m., Wednesday, January 28, 2015
 

 

GENERAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Residency  Applicants must be either individuals residing in, or organizations/businesses headquartered in,
Boulder.  Note: Addresses with a postal zip code beginning with 803 will be considered as residing in Boulder. 
Post office boxes are not accepted.  
Non Profit Verification  When required as part of grant eligibility, applicants must provide formal IRS
documentation of their 501(c)3 status or formal IRS documentation indicating a pending application. Click here
to see samples of these types of documents. An alternate course, if not a 501(c)3, is to apply through a
Boulder-based fiscal sponsor. See details on this process here.
Contractual Age  All applicants must be of legal contractual age as defined by the state of Colorado (18).
City of Boulder Conflict of Interest  City employees are not eligible to receive grant funding for personal
proposals. Funding for City of Boulder programs, and/or collaborations may be considered.
Good Standing  Applicants must be in good standing with the Boulder Arts Commission having met
agreed-upon deadlines for any previous BAC-sponsored project, and/or made good faith efforts to comply with
BAC requests regarding previous projects.
Civil Rights Act Compliance  All applicants must comply with Title VII of the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to the end that no person in the United States shall,
on the grounds of race, color, national origin, physical or mental handicap, sex or religion, be excluded.
Location  The product (performance, piece of art, etc.) funded in whole or in part by the BAC must be
provided to the Boulder community. Any product that receives other funding may be held in another
municipality or area, provided that at least one performance is provided within Boulder Valley as defined in the
Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan, and is for the direct benefit of the Boulder community.
Time Frame  Major and Spark Grant projects must be completed by December 31 of the year of award.  Arts
in Education Grant projects are allowed to carry over to the subsequent year.
Venue Confirmation  Letters of confirmation from each and every venue mentioned in your grant proposal
(Item #6 on the Project Information page of the application) must accompany the application whether for
rehearsal or performance or any other aspect. The letters must include dates and fees (even if the space is
being donated free of charge, in which case the value of the donation should be acknowledged), and should
come on letterhead from the venue, signed by the manager or owner. Click here for sample venue
confirmation text. Business contracts with all of this information can be accepted instead of a letter. Email
correspondence is not acceptable. If the applicant owns or operates a venue in question, that should be stated
clearly.
Partner/Collaborator Commitment  Letters of commitment from each and every collaborator mentioned in
your grant proposal  (Item #7 on the Project Information page of the application) must accompany the
application. Collaborators are considered to be those taking an active role in producing or performing, not
those who are providing funds or in-kind services. The letters must include reference to the applicant, project
and project date(s), and must simply detail what the collaborator is doing or providing. The letter should come
on appropriate letterhead from the collaborator and be signed by the individual or the head of the
organization. Click here for sample collaborator commitment text. Email correspondence is not acceptable.
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Exclusions  Funds will not be provided for: Projects that have occurred before the grant deadline, capital
projects, fundraising events, the purchase of alcohol, receptions, equipment purchases, general operating
budgets and/or salaries for employees, performance seasons, debt reduction, travel, art therapy,
undergraduate or student projects or production of promotional materials such as a compact disc, videotape,
brochure, etc.
Application Method  Applications will only be processed through the Arts Grant Program website: 
www.boulderarts.org.  With the exception of the Open Grants, applications received in any other way will not
be considered.
 

REVIEW PROCESS
Deliberation  Grant proposals are reviewed at the next Boulder Arts Commission (BAC) meeting after the
application deadline and funding decisions are announced at the meeting. For the Major Grant category only,
City Council in turn makes the final determination on which proposals will be funded and to what extent. The
City Council approval process can take up to 4 weeks beyond the BAC's recommendations.
Evaluation of Applications  Funding in previous years does not imply continued support.  Each application is
reviewed anew in the context of current policies and applications.  Applicants that have received repeated
funding should be aware that the BAC looks for indication of growth and a fresh approach to their work. 
Evaluation Criteria and Scoring Schema Weights Major Grant proposals will be evaluated in light of
these general criteria:

Project Narrative

Is of a High Overall Artistic Quality  The project narrative indicates the ability to
achieve high overall artistic quality.  (weighted at 15% of score)

Promotes Artistic Diversity and Innovation  The project creates art that is unique,
innovative and promotes artistic diversity.  (weighted at 10% of score)

Plans for Documentation of the Project  Plans for documentation appear complete
and appropriate for the project.  (weighted at 5% of score)

1. 

Community Impact

Attracts a Substantial and Diverse Audience  Marketing plans for the project are
well defined, with a clear target audience and methods for reaching them.  (weighted at
15% of score)

Is of Benefit to the Residents of Boulder  The project has clear realizable plans to
engage the community, sparking interaction and conversation about art.  (weighted at
15% of score)

2. 

Demonstrates a Reasonable Budget and Narrative Explanation  (weighted at 5% of score)3. 

Additional Major Grant Rating Criteria

Is Substantially Impactful to the Community  The project has the clear capacity to
engage a large, diverse section of the community, make significant, long-lasting,
positive impact and increase awareness of and participation in the arts in the
community.  (weighted at 25% of score)

Demonstrates Other Pending or Secured Funding Sources  The project budget
shows funding sources other than the applicant and the Boulder Arts Commission that
are either secured or actively being sought.  (weighted at 10% of score)

4. 

 

GRANT AWARDS
Notifications and Dispersal of Funds Staff notifies all applicants of recommendations and declined
proposals, and begins the process of having checks cut and collecting any necessary supporting documents
and information. Recipients are notified when checks are ready to be picked up and must make an
appointment to sign contracts and pick up grant checks.
Communications  All official communications and notifications will be made to the named individual applicant
or person designated as the organization contact. It is this person's responsibility to communicate BAC
requirements of the grant award to any collaborators or other participants in the project. This includes, but is
not limited to, such things as compliance with grant project contract agreements, identifying BAC sponsorship
on publicity materials and reporting issues.
Award Amount  The BAC reserves the right to adjust the amount of a grant award offered to an applicant.
There are no restrictions as to the minimum amount that may be requested in a grant category.
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Award Limitations  An individual or organization/business may only be awarded one grant per year. An
individual may not be awarded a grant on behalf of an organization/business if that entity has already been
awarded a grant. Additionally, award of a Major Grant in a given year will make the recipient ineligible for
Major Grant competition in the subsequent year (NOTE: This rule does not apply in the case of fiscal sponsors
who are applying on behalf of associated organizations/businesses they represent.).
PERA Impacts Retirees affiliated with the Colorado Public Employees Retirement Association will be impacted
by a withholding requirement enacted by the Colorado State Legislature, if awarded a City of Boulder arts
grant. Details are available on the PERA website. See "Disclosure of Compensation."
Immigration Affidavit for Individuals  The State of Colorado law requires proof of legal residency at the
time of grant check pick-up.
IRS Taxation  Grant awards are non-transferable. Grant awards are taxable and are reported to the federal
government. Upon award, a current IRS form W-9 must be submitted for the City of Boulder Finance
Department records for each grant recipient, whether the recipient is an individual or an
organization/business.  The W-9 must be in the same name as the grant recipient named on the grant
application. Failure to supply the corresponding W-9 number will invalidate the grant award.
Issuance of Funding Checks  Except for the Spark Grant, which is funded at 100 percent at the outset, all
project grant categories are initially funded at 80 percent of the grant amount awarded.  The remaining 20
percent of the grant awarded is paid out upon receipt and BAC approval of the Grant Budget Report which is
required one month after the project is completed. Failure to submit a final Grant Budget Report will result in
permanent loss of the final 20 percent funds and also in ineligibility to apply for future grants.
Contract  When the check is ready for pick-up, the recipient will be contacted by staff to make an
appointment to sign a grant project contract with the City of Boulder. In the contract, the recipient will indicate
the completion date of the project and the date a grant budget report will be submitted to the BAC through
the on line system (required one month after the project is completed).
Acknowledgment of BAC Funding  All publicity for BAC-funded projects must include the following credit
line: This project is funded (or funded in part) by a grant from the Boulder Arts Commission, an agency of the
Boulder City Council. In lieu of the credit line, the BAC Logo may be used.

REQUIRED REPORTING ON FUNDING PROJECTS
Time Frame for Reporting  The grant budget report is due one month after the project is completed.
Method  Reporting is done through the on line system that the BAC uses at bac.culturegrants.org. Log in with
the same user name and password utilized to submit the application for funds. The reporting form is found
under Applications: My Applications/Reports. Click on the first small blue icon out to the right of the
appropriate report document which will indicate “link to formset” as the computer mouse nears it.
Extension Requests for Reporting If circumstances change in any way that will delay the applicant’s ability
to complete the project and the report promised in the contract, it is the applicant’s responsibility to notify the
Commission in advance of the original report deadline. The named applicant in the grant proposal must submit
a letter addressed to the Arts Commission by email to culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org with an update on the
project status and a request to change the project completion date and report due date (specific dates are
required in the letter).
Responsibility  The grant budget report due date is the recipient’s responsibility to remember. The BAC
recommends that the recipient use whatever means will be successful to provide an alert that the report is due
shortly. It is also recommended that the reporting document be explored in advance to become familiar with
the information that will be required. There is no grace period for the report.
Consequence of Delinquent Report  Unless an extension request is filed with the BAC and approved in
advance of the due date, a late report will result in loss of any remaining BAC funds attached to the grant
project. Additionally, until the report is turned in and approved, the grant recipient and any individuals or
organizations/businesses attached as collaborators on the project will no longer be eligible to apply for BAC
grant funds.

I certify that I have read the above information and that this project meets the BAC’s eligibility requirements and, if a
funding award is made, will continue to comply with the BAC’s requirements and meet with guidelines for high artistic
quality, community impact, inclusiveness, funding acknowledgment and reporting. *   : 

 I certify
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Discipline *   : Multi-Discipline

If Multi-Discipline, please indicate which disciplines are included.    : 
a/v performance, sound, educational workshops, symposium, speaker series, dance, visual art and art
installation

Applicant (To what name would the grant check be writtend if awarded?)

Organization/Business
Only non-profit organizations

with 501(c)3 status, or

organizations partnered with a

501(c)3 fiscal sponsor are

eligible. *   : 

Communikey / Boulder County Arts Alliance (fiscal sponsor)

Applicant Mailing Address
(Must be a Boulder street
address;
P.O. Boxes are not
accepted.) *   : 

City *   : Boulder

State *   : Colorado

Zip Code *   : 80302

Applicant Contact
Name *   : 

Email *   : 

Phone No. *   : 

If the applicant is a fiscal
sponsor partnering with
an organization/
business, indicate the
partner here.   : 

Boulder County Arts Alliance

Partner Contact Name

(First and Last Name)   : 

Phone   : 

Email   : 

Grant Writer Name

(if different from above) 
 : 
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Phone   : 

Email   : 

Project Director Name

(if different from above) 
 : 

Phone   : 

Email   : 

Date Established *   : 03-01-2004

1. Project Title (50 character limit) *   :
Communikey Festival 2015

2. Project Summary (A brief overview of your project): (500 character limit) *   :
Communikey is a volunteer-driven grassroots art collective dedicated to fostering adventurous arts and culture
in Colorado. The 8th festival takes place April 16-19 2015, across a range of Boulder venues that are
thoughtfully paired to each performance and/or installation. Taking the audience and artists through a cross-
section of today’s leading-edge multimedia arts, CMKY showcases boundary-pushing creativity in film, music,
visual arts, and interdisciplinary fields.

3. Overall Calendar for project (dates of planning, preparation, execution and evaluation: (500 character limit) *   :
Planning and preparation begins in August 2014, while the festival takes place from April 16-19, 2015. Physical
production, program announcements, and volunteer training begin in early January 2015, with three major
announcements and marketing pushes before the festival. Documentation and media is reviewed and
evaluation takes place in the months immediately following.

4. Project Completion
Date (This is the last day
of any public event
related to the project) * 
 : 

04-19-2015

5. Report Due Date (One
month following the
project completion
date) *   : 

05-19-2015

6. Where will this project take place? NOTE:  Letters of confirmation from each and every venue mentioned here
must accompany the application whether for rehearsal or performance or any other aspect. The letters must include
dates and fees (even if the space is being donated free of charge, in which case the value of the donation should be
acknowledged), and should come on letterhead from the venue, signed by the manager or owner. Click here for
sample venue confirmation text. Business contracts with all of this information can be accepted instead of a letter.
Email correspondence is not acceptable. If the applicant owns or operates the project venue, please make mention of
this here. (250 character limit) *   : 
eTown Hall, Apex Movement, City of Boulder Central Park, Atlas Black Box Theater (CU), Boulder Oddfellows
Lodge, Madelife, The Studio (Boulder)
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7. Who are your partners/collaborators? List groups, agencies, schools, or any other individuals who will be involved in this project. NOTE:
Letters of commitment from each and every collaborator mentioned here must accompany the application. Collaborators are considered
to be those taking an active role in producing or performing, not those who are providing funds or in-kind services. The letters must
include reference to the applicant, project and project date(s), and must simply detail what the collaborator is doing or providing. The
letter should come on appropriate letterhead from the collaborator and be signed by the individual or the head of the organization. Click
here for sample collaborator commitment text. Email correspondence is not acceptable. If this is a solo project with no partners beyond
the applicant, respond with "None." (500 character limit) *   : 
None.

8. Provide details on related activities or events. If no additional activities or events are planned, respond with "None." (500 character
limit) *   : 
In addition to the festival each spring, CMKY hosts a variety of events year-round, including concerts, DJ
nights and art exhibitions. While most event programming takes place in Boulder, CMKY resident artists,
organizers and programmers participate in events, tours and festivals around the world, including Denver,
Santa Fe, Seattle, San Francisco, NYC, Philadelphia, Belgrade, Montreal and Mexico City.

9. How does the project support the mission and strategic plan of the organization/business? (500 character limit) *   :
Festivals are critical nuclei of community building. We provide a platform for the most original and visionary
artists currently working in their fields in order to provide an outlet for initiation and discovery for the
audiences we seek to develop. In a world of constant evolution and incessant refinement, we seek to expand
the community’s creative capacity as well as our own, fostering development through artistic processes,
residencies, cultural exchange and organizational collaborations.

10. Have you previously been awarded any Boulder Arts Commission Grants? Which type and what year(s)? (500 character limit) *   :
2012, 2011, 2009, 2008, Major Grant, 2006, 2007 Minor Grant

PROJECT NARRATIVE

Briefly describe what you propose to do and how you plan to accomplish it. (1500 character limit)

* :
The 2015 Communikey audience and artists will co-explore a unique theme through a cross-section of
leading-edge multimedia arts, showcasing creatives who are pushing boundaries in film, music, visual arts and
interdisciplinary fields. As we foster creativity, collaboration and community-building around this central theme,
we create and affirm local identity and engagement as well as organizational growth and maturity.

With 100 years of space exploration behind us, our prevailing obsessions with getting off the rock and
understanding the new frontier have informed a widespread modern mythos which guides our curiosity,
innovation and evolving relationship with technology. These obsessions influence our collective vision of the
future and perhaps even our sense of what is valuable in the present.

Where did such a compulsion, this cross-cultural drive to travel outward, come from? What is it that we are so
eager to decamp? Does traveling outward necessitate leaving anything behind in the first place?

This year’s theme invites meditation on the commonalities between “out there” and “in here,” exploring the
idea that the tantalizing final frontier actually rests within ourselves. The 2015 programming facilitates play
with communal and individual deep space exploration in a way similar to how we dream of outer space
journeying. Let us consider how and where the internal and external create and reinforce one another, from
the microscopic to the cosmic.

Project Artistry, Diversity and Innovation Describe how the proposed project will create art that is unique,
innovative and promotes artistic diversity. (1000 character limit) *   : 
Communikey is poised to bring to our audience the most diverse and innovative program to date. We curate
an intentional blend of local and regional talents alongside internationally recognized artists hailing from North
America, Europe and beyond, as well as a broad spectrum of innovative works--ranging from sound to a/v
performance to visual arts to interdisciplinary projects--in a cohesive and narrative way.

The 2015 Festival is a challenge to expand our capacity to engage. The theme is unique to this year and
encourages curators, artists, audience and community to think about the festival experience in a new way. The
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aim is to foster exploration and innovation through artistic processes, including residencies, cultural exchange
projects and organizational collaborations. We’ve asked our artists to explore innovation and diversity in their
own works and are actively encouraging extended set times, unique collaborations, and deviations from their
standard touring performance.

Plans for Documentation List the proposed documentation and supplmental materials you will present as proof of
project completion, in addition to the required budget report. (1000 character limit) *   : 
We will present to the public selected recordings, videos and/or photography from the 2015 festival via the
Communikey website and our social media channels. Final Report along with photographs and printed program
materials from the project will be provided to the Boulder Arts Commission. Media reviews, additional press
and any additional documentation will be provided as necessary and available.

COMMUNITY IMPACT

Briefly describe how your project will achieve community engagement, interaction and conversation. How will it add to
Boulder's unique identity as an arts destination? (1500 character limit) *   : 
Public, free-of-charge art experiences are key to the success of a community festival. This puts financial
pressure on the festival and artists to fund the projects without the possibility of profit, but the importance of
these public art experiences far outweighs their potential for revenue. We commit to giving the community and
visitors a chance to engage whether or not they have purchased tickets.

Over half of the events are all ages and encourage youth and family involvement, with a focus on interactive
public installation and exhibition. Educational activities include workshops, speakers, symposium and
open-space discussions. Sunday’s park event is an annual favorite, providing a perfect place for citizens of all
ages and backgrounds to converge and local partners to engage this audience.

In addition to providing accessible programming, Communikey has invested in establishing partnerships with
organizations in markets in proximity to Boulder, including Santa Fe, Iowa City, Lawrence, Tulsa, and St. Louis.
Our intention is to nurture consistent cultural tourism in the Southwest and Midwestern United States.
Additionally, through outreach and strategic market research, CMKY has developed a year-round regional,
national and international presence that directly connects with local creative communities in sister cities. These
efforts have provided visitors from New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia, Montreal, Berlin, Seattle, Portland,
Vancouver, San Francisco & Los Angeles.

Reaching a Substantial and Diverse Audience How many people are you planning to reach with your project?
Who is your target audience? How will you market your project to reach this audience? (1500 character limit) *   : 
We anticipate 5,000 attendees for the 2015 festival based on a 60% growth rate over the past 6 years made
up of 60% regional and 40% tourists, half of which are international. Our target audience are forward
thinking, loyal, socially conscious, technologically adept, and passionate music lovers. 34% are college
students or post-graduates while 42% are college graduates.

We connect to this network via a strong web and social media presence. The website has 10,000 unique visits
per month, while the official podcast series, featuring talent from previous or upcoming CMKY events, has an
average of 1,200 downloads per episode. Our social media efforts include a Facebook and Twitter presence
and foster an environment in which our target audience is an organic part of the community and marketing
campaign. A series of e-newsletters and 3 separate artist announcements from January to March 2015 serve
as the backbone of the outreach campaign, while media mentions from partners such as Resident Advisor also
generate interest, web traffic, and sales.

Community Benefit Give details as to how this project directly benefits and engages the residents of Boulder. (1000
character limit) *   : 
The festivalgoer is encouraged to have it all, while the artist is encouraged to experience, mingle and
collaborate. The program is carefully curated and organized as a narrative arc, with an understanding of the
cumulative effect of an ongoing evolving experience. The festival’s content defies locality as much as it
emphasizes it. Our commitment to local and regional artists is of high priority, with at least half the artists
every year being Colorado-based, mixing and circulating with international artists at the top of their game.

Many showcases, installations, and projects will be presented without charge, serving as an access point for
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community participation. With revenue-generating events in place throughout the festival, CMKY Festival has
made a commitment to offering free programming, public art, and participatory events that engage community
members who otherwise would not find themselves involved in the arts.

Substantial Impact Give insight as to how this project will make significant, long-lasting, positive impact to
community engagement in the arts, to Boulder's economic vitality and to the city's reputation as an arts destination.
(1500 character limit) *   : 
Communikey Festival has destination capital, serving its local community while appealing to visitors from
around the world. We are actively growing our domestic and international attendance numbers, reaching an
audience who responds to our message. Our marketing is genuine, communicating our intent and vision as a
cultural organization. Adopting a positive identity of globalization, we host artists from around the world and
market to an international audience, while creating awareness and building bridges between artistic disciplines
and their respective communities by presenting projects from a cross-section of creative processes. CMKY
Festival serves as an excellent access point for tourists who would not visit Colorado for other reasons, but are
drawn to vacation here for the festival due to its offering of cutting edge arts in a beautiful setting.

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Use of BAC Grant Funds Please specify how the BAC funds will be used. (1000 character limit)

* :
Receiving grant funding from the BAC allows us to rely less on corporate funding to fund free and/or
affordable arts experiences to the public; namely, artist fees for the Sunday park event, which is free
admission, as well as artist compensation for the educational conference that runs daily at eTown Hall, and
additional free events such as our daily boutiques which feature live local music, a pop up record shop, and
exhibitions, as well as an evening audio/visual show at the ATLAS Black Box.

BUDGET SUMMARY
Please complete each item in the budget.

NOTE: You must provide a detailed breakdown and description of each pertinent category in
your budget under EXPLANATION below.  List all grants other than BAC and if the grants are
secured or pending.

EXPENSES AND DIRECT COSTS :

Items Expenses

1. Administrative Costs 21350 

2. Production Costs 14150 

3. Rental: Equipment and/or Facilities 13660 

4. Publicity and/or Documentation 3145.58 

5. Artists fees (Honoraria, Stipends) (Artists fees not to exceed $25/hour) 24,100 

6. In-kind (space, supplies, volunteers) 26,800 
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INCOME AND CONTRIBUTIONS  :

When you click "Save" at the bottom of this page, the "Amount Requested From BAC" will
automatically subtract the total expenses from the total income.  The maximum amount you
may request from the BAC is $10,000.00.

Expense Total   : $ 103,206

Income Total   : $ 94,675

AMOUNT REQUESTED
FROM BAC   : 

$ 8,531

LIST IN-KIND SERVICES AND AMOUNTS  Donated space, supplies, volunteer services (also known as in-kind
contributions) are goods and services that are donated by individuals or organizations other than the applicant.  These
same items MUST be listed in the projects budget as direct costs. (1000 character limit)

* :
In-Kind
Staff stipends - in kind match = $15,000
Volunteers - 40 x $125 = $5,000
Ops coordinators - 3 x $600 = $1,800
Tech managers - 6 x $300 = $1,800
eTown discount = $2,300
Atlas discount = $900

BUDGET EXPLANATION  Detailed breakdown and description of each pertinent category in your budget. (1000
character limit)

* :
1. Admin costs
Staff stipends - 10 directors x $1500 = $15000
Staff stipends - 3 operations coordinators x $600 = $1800
Staff travel (flight/rentals) = $2800
Insurance = $1000

Total Expenses $ 103,206 

Items Income Contributions

1. Project Sales 45275 0 

2. Cash Donations 0 9000 

3. Grants (other than BAC) 1000 0 

4. In-kind (space, supplies, volunteers, etc.) 0 26800 

5. Other 12600 0 

Totals of Income and Contributions $ 58,875 $ 35,800 

Grand Total $ 94,675 
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Ticketing = $750

2. Production
Gen ops = $4000
Artist/staff housing = $4500
Event expenses = $4250
Artist transportation = $1400

3. Rental
Sound = $6000
Equipment/backline = $2000
Venue rental:
eTown = $2300
MadeLife = $500
Apex = $900
Oddfellows = $350
Central Park = $510
The Studio = $1100

4. Publicity
Marketing materials (printed) = $2545
Event photography = $600

5. Artist fees
Visual = $2250
Music (international) = $10000
Music (national) = $9900
Music (local) = $1950

6. In-Kind
Staff stipends - in kind match = $15000
Volunteers - 40 x $125 = $5000
Ops coordinators - 3 x $600 = $1800
Tech managers - 6 x $300 = $1800
eTown discount = $2300
Atlas discount = $900

ADDITIONAL FUNDING  Provide details of other pending or secured funding sources contributing to this project.
(1000 character limit)

* :
1. Income and Contributions
Festival pass sales = $22625
Ticket sales - eTown Thursday = $2000
Ticket sales - MadeLife = $250
Ticket sales - Oddfellows = $2000
Ticket sales - eTown Saturday = $1000
Ticket sales - Apex = $7500
Ticket sales - workshops = $900
Bar sales - Oddfellows = $1500
Bar sales - Apex = $2500
Bar sales - Park = $5000

2. Cash donations
Private donors (expected, unconfirmed) = $9000

3. Grants
University of Colorado (unconfirmed) = $1000

4. In-kind
Staff stipends - in kind match = $15000
Volunteers - 40 x $125 = $5000
Ops coordinators - 3 x $600 = $1800
Tech managers - 6 x $300 = $1800
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eTown discount = $2300
Atlas discount = $900

5. Other
Vending - Sunday park event (unconfirmed) = $1600
Sponsorship income (unconfirmed) = $11000

REDUCED FUNDING IMPACTS  Please explain how you would achieve the same substantial impacts described for
your project if less than full funding is awarded by the BAC and/or other proposed funding sources. (1000 character
limit)

* :
Sponsorship from independent Boulder businesses, ticket sales, in-kind contributions, corporate contributions,
and sponsorship from international new media arts-centric businesses.

Attach the following support materials as indicated. Please submit pdfs and/or jpgs for all
supplemental materials except video and audio.

Click the Upload
button to upload new
files. Enter title and
description.
Click Submit. Your files
will appear below the
folder name and folder
size.

Hover over the
thumbnail of a file,
click and hold to drag
it to a different place
in the order. Hover the
mouse icon under the
thumbnail to Edit a
file. Hover the mouse
icon under the
thumbnail to Move or
Copy a file to a
different folder.

The system may
require you to save
between uploading
files. If you encounter
difficulty, click Save at
the bottom of the
page and attempt
again.

  : 
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CMKY_2014_Gong_Performance_at_eTown.jpg-  

CMKY 2014
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Cardinale

CMKY_2014_Commissioned_installation_by_Sougwen_Chung.jpg-  

CMKY 2014
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Cardinale

CMKY_2014_Commissioned_installation_by_Sougwen_Chung_2.jpg-
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CMKY_2014_Dinner_Theater_participants_toast.jpg-  
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CMKY 2014
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CMKY_2014_crowd_at_etown_hall.jpg-  

CMKY 2014
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CMKY_2014_focused_performer.jpg-  

2015 CMKY
Program
Outline

BAC_CMKY_2015_PROGRAM.pdf-  

BCAA Fiscal
Sponsorship
Agreement

BCAA_+_CMKY_Fiscal_Agency_Agreement.pdf-  

2014 CMKY
program
[2015 TBD]

2014_program.pdf-  

2015 CMKY
banner

CMKY_WEBSITE_BANNER_2015_2_1_YELLOW.pdf-  

2015 CMKY
logo

CMKY_FEST_2015_LOGO_PINK_PRINT.jpg-  

Venue Letter -
Apex
Movement

apex.pdf-  

Venue Letter -
Atlas

atlas_.pdf-  

Venue Letter -
Central Park

park.pdf-  

Venue Letter -
Madelife

madelife.pdf-  

Venue Letter -
The Studio

the_studio_.pdf-  

Venue Letter -
eTown Hall

etown_.pdf-  

Venue Letter -
Oddfellows
Lodge

oddlodge.pdf-  

Communikey
Partnership
Deck

CMKY_FEST_2015_PARTNERSHIP.pdf-  

501c3 non
profit
documentation
- BCAA fiscal
sponsor

501c3_BCAA.jpg-  

501(c)3 Non Profit Documentation  Formal IRS documentation of 501(c)3 status or formal IRS documentation indicating a
pending 501(c)3 application of the applicant organization or fiscal sponsor must be submitted. Click here to see samples of these types of
documents. An alternate course, if not a 501(c)3, is to apply through a fiscal sponsor. See details on this process here. *   : 

 Attached
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Fiscal Sponsor Agreement Letter  If using a fiscal sponsor, attach a signed letter from the fiscal sponsor indicating
the agreement to sponsor the applicant.   : 

 Attached

Organization/Business Supplementary Materials  Attach documents that provide structure, mission statement,
vision statement, brief history, programs, services and community your organization or business serves. *   : 

 Attached

Project Supplementary Materials  Attach photographs, audio, video, press cuttings, etc. that speak to the
organization's ability to achieve similar or better results in this proposed project. *   : 

 Attached

Letter of Venue Confirmation  Letters of confirmation from each and every venue mentioned in your grant
proposal (Item #6 on the Project Information page of the application) must accompany the application whether for
rehearsal or performance or any other aspect. The letters must include dates and fees (even if the space is being
donated free of charge, in which case the value of the donation should be acknowledged), and should come on
letterhead from the venue, signed by the manager or owner. Click here for sample venue confirmation text. Business
contracts with all of this information can be accepted instead of a letter. Email correspondence is not acceptable. If
the applicant owns or operates a venue in question, that should be stated clearly on the Project Information page.   : 

 Attached

Letters of Partner/Collaborator Commitment  Letters of commitment from each and every collaborator
mentioned in your grant proposal (Item #7 on the Project Information page of the application) must accompany the
application. Collaborators are considered to be those taking an active role in producing or performing, not those who
are providing funds or in-kind services. The letters must include reference to the applicant, project and project
date(s), and must simply detail what the collaborator is doing or providing. The letter should come on appropriate
letterhead from the collaborator and be signed by the individual or the head of the organization. Click here for sample
collaborator commitment text. Email correspondence is not acceptable.   : 
Attached

The items noted below are critical in the submission of your grant. Failure to submit them properly will likely
cause your grant to be ineligible for review by the Boulder Arts Commission.

Documentation of 501(c)3 status
If the grant being applied for requires that the applicant be an organization with 501(c)3 nonprofit status,
formal IRS documentation of this status or a pending application with the IRS must be supplied. Click here to
see samples of these types of documents. An alternate course, if not a 501(c)3, is to apply through a
Boulder-based fiscal sponsor. See details on this process here.

Venue Confirmation letter(s)
Letters of confirmation from each and every venue mentioned in your grant proposal (Item #6 on the Project
Information page of the application) must accompany the application whether for rehearsal or performance or
any other aspect. The letters must include dates and fees (even if the space is being donated free of charge, in
which case the value of the donation should be acknowledged), and should come on letterhead from the
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venue, signed by the manager or owner. Click here for sample venue confirmation text. Business contracts
with all of this information can be accepted instead of a letter. Email correspondence is not acceptable. If the
applicant owns or operates a venue in question, that should be stated clearly.

Collaborator Commitment letter(s)
Letters of commitment from each and every collaborator mentioned in your grant proposal  (Item #7 on the
Project Information page of the application) must accompany the application. Collaborators are considered to
be those taking an active role in producing or performing, not those who are providing funds or in-kind
services. The letters must include reference to the applicant, project and project date(s), and must simply
detail what the collaborator is doing or providing. The letter should come on appropriate letterhead from the
collaborator and be signed by the individual or the head of the organization. Click here for sample collaborator
commitment text. Email correspondence is not acceptable.

Submission and Signature 

I certify that all information contained in this application and attachments is true and accurate.  All funded activities must provide equal

access and equal opportunity in employment and services and may not discriminate on the basis of disability, color, creed or religion. * 
 : 

 I certify

First Name *   : 

Last Name *   : 

Date of Submission *   : 01-28-2015

TO COMPLETE AND SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION
All required fields must be filled in with the appropriate information and/or attachments. Click on the "Submit"
button and an email notification that your application has been received will be sent. If you do not receive a
confirmation email, plase notify staff immediately. Note that once the application is submitted, it cannot be
revised or added to. Please make certain that you have included all information and attachments prior to
submitting.
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